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arconas.com

Lounge and Casual Seating Waste and Recycling Modular Counters Power and Charging

Arconas is dedicated to providing high-performance furniture 
solutions that enhance the passenger experience from arrival 
to departure. Our suite of products are designed to the highest 
standards of durability, comfort, and safety in order to satisfy  
the needs of travelers and terminal operators alike.

http://www.arconas.com
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PASSENGER EXPERIENCE

ENHANCING PASSENGER 
COMFORT AND WELL-BEING 

For anyone who travels it should be no surprise that the  
airport experience can be stressful due to long queues, security 
check-points, flight delays, fear of flying, and more. But airports  

have the opportunity to reduce stress and improve customer  
well-being and overall satisfaction by adapting their interior design 

and furniture choices to reduce anxiety.
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There is evidence to show that seating comfort, 
including everything from fabric to padding, can 
have an overall impact on customer satisfaction 
in an airport. New research from Airports 
Council International (ACI), as part of a 2019 
best practice report through their Airport Service 
Quality program, reveals that the comfort of 
waiting areas at airport gates is a main factor  
for determining customer satisfaction.*

According to their results seat design, which 
includes padding, backrests, and fabric 
materials, influenced a users’ level of comfort 
and shortens the perception of waiting time. 
As well, perhaps surprisingly, consumers do 
not need bulky, padded seating to sink down 
into. Passengers need firm, flexible seating 
that supports the lower back and spine. These 
firm seats also improve recovery time so that 
passengers can get back up and continue 
shopping while waiting for their flight. 

Satisfaction with seating also increases based 
on access to amenities. This includes integrated 
AC, USB, and wireless charging options as well 
as drink holders, tables and footrests. When 
customers are satisfied by their overall physical 
comfort and feel they have access to every 
amenity they need it helps them feel in control 
and at ease, which contributes to an overall 
positive feeling of wellness.

*Airports Council International. (2019). ASQ Best Practice 
Report: Passenger Experience at the Gate - Comfort in 
Waiting Areas. ACI World.

Seating Comfort

Bernù Luxe with  
Chaise at St. John's 
International Airport, 
Canada

Fractals seating at 
Regina International 

Airport, Canada

Bernù Aero Cluster  
at Los Angeles 

International Airport, 
USA

© Lawrence Anderson Photography © Julian Parkinson
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Following the low-load environment trend is the complementary 
idea of bringing biophilic design into public spaces. Biophilic design 
is characterized by incorporating elements of nature into the built 
environment. These environmental features can include sunlight, plants, 
natural materials such as wood and stone, air, water, and even fire. Many 
studies show there are benefits to interactions with nature for our overall 
physical and mental well-being. For airports and transportation facilities in 
particular, one of the most important impacts is the reduction of stress. 

Biophilic design can be added to airport interiors in many ways, including 
incorporating furniture made with natural elements. This can include wood 
seating, granite or marble table tops, planters filled with real or fake plants, 
and warm lighting options. These elements should be added to areas 
where passengers spend more time such as retail spaces, hold rooms,  
and arrival halls. 

Making sure your airport reduces stress with the right seating and 
environment ultimately makes good business sense. On one hand, it can 
actually help to reduce staff stress, which boosts morale and enhances 
productivity. Additionally, comfortable passengers are satisfied customers. 
When individuals are less stressed they are more likely to shop, spend 
money, speak positively about their experience, and become a  
repeat patron. 

"At the core of the wellness 
movement is the desire  

to create positive mind/body 
experiences that reduce  

stress and anxiety."

Biophilic Design

Low-Load Environments

Nova C Seating at  
El Paso International 
Airport, USA

Flyaway seating  
at Fredericton 

International Airport, 
Canada

The interior design of a hold room also has an impact on improving the 
passenger experience. The notion of high vs low load environments is an 
idea that has become popular around the topic of wellness. A high load 
environment is one that is chaotic, offers a high rate of information at once, 
and often causes anxiety and stress. By contrast low-load environments 
are spaces that are familiar, unsurprising, well-organized, and keep 
information intake to a minimum. These types of environments leave 
people feeling relaxed and calm.

Airport spaces, especially hold rooms, can be better designed to become 
low-load environments. Bringing more lounge options to the gate area 

continues to be an important trend. This includes diverse yet familiar 
seating options that will satisfy how each traveler is comfortable waiting. 
This may include wider seats with privacy panels, and tables with stools  
for individuals to work at. Even café style tables and chairs are being 
incorporated so that people can spend money and sit and enjoy a meal 
while waiting for their flight. This also reduces anxiety by allowing people  
to eat while in sight of their gate. Signage should be minimal and direct, 
lighting should be soft, and the acoustics should foster a quiet ambience. 
Seating and amenities should also be placed in an organized layout with 
enough space for people to feel at ease and like they have their own 
personal space within a public area.

Photo credit: James West/Fredericton International Airport Authority
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USING EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN 
TO CREATE SHARE-WORTHY 

DESTINATIONS 

PASSENGER EXPERIENCE

As the world becomes ever-more connected, transportation  
hubs such as airports, cruise terminals, and train stations find 

themselves shifting into a new kind of competition. The presence  
of cell phone cameras and video-based apps has combined with the 

popularity of travel blogging and digital commentary to produce a 
market in which these facilities now compete in terms of amenities, 

ease of use, atmosphere, and share-worthy experiences.

Nova C Seating and Leaf Lamp Trees at Guadalajara International Airport, Mexico
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When planning for a trip, you’ll now often come across blogs and lists of 
the most 'instagrammable' or 'share-worthy' destinations and locations. 
These are places where people can get the perfect shot to add to their 
social media feed. Anything that is visually interesting, beautiful, unique, or 
invokes an emotional response. People will actually go out of their way for 
the perfect picture and experience to add to their feed. These consumers 
and influencers share, blog, hashtag, like, tweet, etc. effectively becoming 
temporary advertisers. 

In order to benefit from these actions, transportation terminals have the 
opportunity to create share-worthy spaces with innovative interior design, 

Bernù Aero at Eagle 
County Regional 

Airport, USA

furniture, amenities, and experiences. Additionally, these spaces should be 
tech-friendly where people can easily recharge, work, and connect online.

While waiting in a transportation terminal, people will take pictures or 
video of themselves mentioning the journey they’re taking. Ideally, there 
will be a coveted iconic share-worthy shot that becomes synonymous 
with that destination. They will also snap pictures with airport events and 
experiences or a unique attraction such as indoor ice-skating. But these 
moments are not just limited to big attractions. Most of a traveler’s time 
is still spent in hold rooms. When the space is clean, well maintained, 
comfortable, aesthetically pleasing, and is equipped with the latest 

Bernù Aero seating at 
Alice Springs Airport, 
Australia

Place seating at Denver 
International Airport, 
USA

© Lisa Hatz Photography

© David Lauer Photography
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"When planning for a trip,  
you'll now often come  

across blogs and lists of the 
most 'instagrammable' or  

'share-worthy' destinations  
and locations." 

technology, people will be even more likely to share themselves and that 
space on their public feed. Furthermore, as people share these photos 
(whether staged or candid), even if the furniture and hold room is not the 
main subject, the space and furniture still play a supporting role and are 
seen by everyone who views that image. When your facility is “tagged” in 
a photo, you want to feel an overall positive association, from the interior 
design, to the furniture, and to the experience the traveler is sharing.
 
Adding the ability for passengers to charge their personal devices will also 
encourage these interactions. Adding power solutions for passengers 
on the go has become one of the easiest ways to increase customer 
satisfaction and enhance the passenger experience. The goal is to create 
a highly functional space where people are comfortable working, waiting, 
and connecting with others. This should include all ways passengers want 
to charge: AC power, USB-A ports, USB-C ports, and wireless charging. 
Having the latest technology is share-worthy in and of itself. People will 
tweet out, share, or post a review if they are impressed with a new, high-
tech experience. 

By investing in innovative design, furniture, and technology that satisfies 
the tech-savvy traveler, terminal operators can create more share-worthy 
destinations.Place seating at 

Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport, 
USA

Morelli Benches at 
Cruise Terminal A -  
Port of Miami

© Mark Herboth Photography © Miami In Focus
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What is Open Doors Organization and  
what do you do? 
Open Doors Organization or ODO, is a non 
profit that works to make goods and services 
accessible to people with disabilities in travel 
tourism and transportation. Our goal is to get 
people out of their homes and out into society 
enjoying the benefits of travel and tourism. 
Whether its a National Park, local theater or 
trip to Europe, creating access in travel and 
tourism benefits society as a whole. Many 
people are pre-judged by their disability because 
often times we "look differently" but ultimately 
people are just people. There is a wide range 
of conditions that qualify someone as having 
a disability. Someone's disability is not always 

What sort of tools are used by travelers with disabilities in transportation terminals? 
People with disabilities are very similar to the general population and have a thirst for power. 
Nowadays there are large, high end power wheelchairs that have multiple computers and 
smartphones. These chairs require easy access to power, especially in public spaces such as the 
airport. The possibility of delays creates an even greater need to have easy access to power and 
transfer seating. People want to explore the airport, shop and eat but that requires extra power 
because of long distances and unequal surfaces. It's important in today's airports that flooring, 
seating, lighting and many other small features consider accessibility.

How can passenger terminal furniture assist or complement these tools? 
I really love the new seating configurations that are being offered. Things such as moveable or no 
arm rests so people who use chairs do not have to sit in their own chair the entire time at the airport. 
Having easy access to power is ideal, for everyone! Specially marked seating so there are spaces 
to sit close to the boarding area as well as having multiple styles of seating throughout the airport is 
important. There seems to be some smart design going on in airports as I have seen more seating 
throughout terminals and near security checkpoints lately.

Where are facilities exceeding in being barrier-free and where is there room for 
improvement in terms of transportation furniture? 
I just saw some great seating in Dallas where there were no arm rests on many of the seats. In 
Chicago at ORD I have seen power outlets at the end of seating banks so that the person with a 
disability does not have to squeeze between two seats to obtain power. Also there are new seats  
that have no arm rests or backs so people have the option to lay down flat.

What recommendations do you have to fix these barriers? 
If the airport asks for something likely the vendors will find a way to do the right thing at the right price.

PASSENGER EXPERIENCE

apparent and every disability is unique to that 
individual so design makes a large impact on 
this population.

Can you provide any statistics around 
the travel patterns of Americans with 
disabilities? How many adults with 
disabilities are traveling? How much do 
they spend/what is their economic impact? 
There are about 11 million air trips per year by 
travelers with disabilities, which accounts for 
$4.5 billion yearly. 53% of fliers with disabilities 
say physical obstacles are encountered with 
20% of that responding that lack of seating is a 
major obstacle, and 43% saying long distance 
between gates.

ACCESSIBILITY IN 
AIRPORTS

Interview with Eric Lipp, Founder and Executive 
Director of the Open Doors Organization (ODO).

Bernù Aero seating 
with accessibility  
logo and end mount 
power at Mineta San 
Jose International  
Airport, USA
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1. Morelli Bench with ipe wood
2. Nova C Series 
3. Leaf Lamp Metal Tree
4. Place with wood tablet arm
5. Bernù Wood Bench
6. Bernù Aero with wood table

INTERIOR DESIGN

In a world dominated by technology we often forget to  
re-connect with nature. Experts agree that increasing our  

time spent in nature whether directly, or indirectly through biophilic 
design has many benefits, including improved health, increased 

mood and feeling of well-being, and reduction of stress.

Wood and stone are classic, timeless, and beautiful materials that 
can also withstand the rigours of public spaces. Incorporating 
wood seating or finishes can help create a warm and inviting 

atmosphere in any environment.

DESIGNING 
WITH WOOD 

AND NATURAL 
MATERIALS

The Naturals 
Collection

1

4

2

5

6

3
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Nova C seating at 
Victoria Station, 

London, England

Bernù Bench at San 
Luis Obispo Regional 
Airport, USA

Nova C seating at T25 
Cruise Terminal at Port 
Everglades, USA © Miami In Focus
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FURNITURE STRATEGIES  
TO PROMOTE PHYSICAL 

DISTANCING AT AIRPORTS  
AND PASSENGER TERMINALS 

The sudden onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has  
impacted all aspects of life, and most dramatically our ability  
to travel. As we move beyond the immediate effects of mass  

shutdowns and border closures, the aviation and transportation 
industries are turning their attention to what is to come.

INTERIOR DESIGN

Flyaway seating at Fredericton International Airport, Canada
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Aerea seating at San 
Luis Obispo County 

Regional Airport, USA

Add cough shields to counters 
Information desks, kiosks, and check-in desks may have plastic or glass 
panels added to them to create a safe barrier between passengers and 
facility staff. The counters themselves should also be made of highly 
cleanable materials such as metal, laminate or solid surface that can be 
wiped and disinfected frequently. 

Incorporate seating options with privacy panels 
For individuals, choose seating with high-backs and privacy panels with  
a cleanable surface. Implementing these suggestions are part of the many 
ways transportation facilities can show they care about passenger and 
employee safety, and make people feel comfortable traveling again.

Configure furniture to encourage physical distancing 
To support physical distancing in hold room areas, movable physical 
barriers such as dividers can be added between seats or groups of seats. 
These additional barriers should consider people traveling alone as well as 
in small groups and allow for variable sizes. Eliminating some armrests on 
sculptural or longer lounge pieces will allow for passengers to “self-
distance” according to recommended guidelines. Additionally, adding 
tables between seats will encourage people to leave space and self-
distance from others. 

Furniture is an integral part of the aircraft 
boarding journey, but as an item that is 
frequently touched, certain precautions will be 
necessary. A rethinking of materials selection 
and layout configuration options are ways to 
create strategies for increased safety and 
separation. 

Choose materials that are easy to clean and disinfect 
For upholstered seating, choose fabrics such as vinyl or leather that can be easily wiped clean, don’t 
collect dirt, and are able to be disinfected in situ. Solid material seating such as polyurethane seats 
are a good option because of their cleanability and anti-microbial properties. Polyurethane is often 
used in hospitals and medical offices because of these features, but also are widely used by 
transportation facilities. Treated wood and metal seating are also good alternatives as they can easily 
be wiped clean and disinfected. 

Prior to COVID-19, there had been a trend toward experimenting with other types of upholstery such 
as woven fabrics, but for now caution should be taken with choosing fabric that is porous. Any 
privacy screen materials should be a hard surface that can be easily cleaned or disinfected such as 
metal, plastic, plexiglass, or wood. 

Add tables between 
seats to encourage 
physical distancing
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    THE 
 HOP
      SCOTCH
  COLLECTION

The Hopscotch Collection is a series of innovative and 
streamlined modular components inspired by minimal yet 

playful playground sketches. Suitable for an expansive 
range of areas and public spaces, this seating system 

inspires dynamic social interactions.

FEATURED PRODUCT

DESIGNED BY
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"Effortless, innovative,  
modular and sculptural are 
defining characteristics of  

the collection."

Effortless, innovative, modular and sculptural are defining characteristics of the collection. Hopscotch 
is high-performance furniture with a lively personality, designed to enhance the passenger experience. 

With endless configuration options, the flexibility allows operators to create their own social stations –  
which include but are not limited to – temporary waiting areas, short-term work spaces, charging 
stations, reading zones, coffee corners, and conversational hubs. 
 
The Hopscotch Collection offers a myriad of combinations, while bringing a touch of luxury outside 
of the VIP lounge, making these comforts available to all users. This is high density seating with a 
modern touch.

This triangular LED floor lamp was created to softly illuminate public 
spaces. The light also serves as a directional guidepost, enabling the 
seating system to be noticed from a distance. Beacon can be placed in  
a space by itself, or beside other furniture configurations to provide 
direction or symbolize a meeting point.

‘Surge’ is a charging station for personal electronic devices and can also 
be used as a table or work surface when placed beside other seating.  
The power station features eight USB ports, four AC receptacles, and two 
wireless charging spots. All power options can be accessed on either side 
so users can charge their devices in whichever way is most convenient.

‘Hop’ is characterized by an effortless, minimalistic and sculptural design. The high performance 
bench features plush padding for a comfortable seating experience and a robust structure to 
withstand high-impact spaces. Full upholstery hugs the bench’s curves and seamlessly aligns with  
the base. The base of each component is available in a polished aluminum or matte black powder 
coat finish.

Beacon Light Station

Surge Power Station

Hop Bench

Hopscotch

USB Ports

AC Receptacles

Wireless Charging Spots

Hop Bench with 
polished aluminum 
base
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Hopscotch Collection 
shown with a laptop 
plugged into the Surge 
Power Station
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What was the inspiration for the name and its relevance to the 
various pieces of the collection? 
Hopscotch for us really takes us back to those childhood moments, those 
playful memories. If you look at a hopscotch game - a board with the 
shapes. As we were developing this we realized it looked like a game of 
hopscotch. It just became this very whimsical, playful line with how it can 
be configured and add a sense of elegance but also a sense of playfulness 
within the landscape of an interior.
 
How do you see the public interacting with the pieces on their own 
and as a collection? 
The collection is suitable for an expansive range of areas and public 
spaces, encouraging dynamic social interactions. The one thing we love 
about this is the component aspect. If you just take Hop by itself, it's a 
beautiful bench, and then you can incorporate seating and coffee tables 
with it so it becomes a transitional piece. Surge can be a really beautiful 
piece that sits between other loose furniture, or at the end of a beam 
seating area. The applications for this are endless. With Beacon, just think 
of this as a really beautiful contemporary floor lamp element. That's one 
thing we really love about this. They're strong as a group, but as individuals 
they also are incredibly strong.

IN CONVERSATION WITH

INTERVIEW

REPUBLIC OF II BY IV is a product design studio founded in  
2012 on the highly creative vision and vast industry experience  

of its partners, Dan Menchions and Keith Rushbrook. 

Recognized internationally for their award winning interiors, the 
duo share a 30 year history of design excellence and an insightful 
understanding of materiality, objects, and even more importantly, 

the relationship between people and objects.

How can designers configure the collection for different spaces? 
I know we often see it in a row, but if you start changing the way these 
elements go at a 90 degree angle you can start to have a lot of fun with the 
way the forms can zig zag across the floor plan. The way you can create 
these u-shaped forms to create very intimate moments as well that can be 
flanked by Beacon and incorporate power. So if you have a little nook, a 
little area you want to have something a little more quiet, a little more calm, 
then that can happen as well. Or you can have this very dynamic, energetic 
line running through a space as well.

What inspired you to include a light tower and how do you see it 
being used? 
We knew we needed some element to draw the eye, to catch the eye and 
that's where Beacon came in. It also brings in one thing we love which 
is this residential quality to it. This very soft, warm, glowing light. It just 
became this beacon element in this landscape of these moments of pause, 
these moments of quiet, these moments of warmth. The light tower also 
intentionally serves as a directional beacon, allowing the seating system to 
be noticed from a distance.

Founders of REPUBLIC OF II BY IV: Keith Rushbrook (left) and Dan Menchions (right)
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SMART DESIGNS FOR THE MODERN AIRPORT
The Leaf Lamp Metal Tree is designed to provide a ‘plug-and-play’ solution for busy 
environments and lively thoroughfares. Recently added is a seamless standing-height 
table system to go with the series. The tables create a perfect spot for work on the go, 
due to the generous flat tabletop surfaces, integrated charging opportunities and the 
sound-absorbing qualities of the woollen leaf crowns above. Let the shape of the 
tables follow any curve or flow. Visit greenfc.com to view the full product portfolio. www.greenfc.com

PRODUCT NEWS

MODULAR TABLE UNITS

INTRODUCING: ASCENT 
SCULPTURAL SEATING

Green Furniture Concept innovates public spaces by  
introducing the next level sustainable beam seater.

The inhouse design team at the Scandinavian brand  
for sustainable public furniture, Green Furniture Concept,  
has designed one of the world’s most sustainable beam  

seating systems for public spaces.  

FEATURED PRODUCT

http://www.greenfc.com
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Ascent Series - emotional and functional design empowered  
by sustainability.

“The idea for our new Ascent Series was born out of discussions and 
workshops with architects on the topic of how the future public space 
will look like. The public space has changed drastically in design and 
technology, but somehow the furniture still looks the same as it did in 
the 50s. We wanted to challenge that and create something playful and 
functional that welcomes the user to interact”, said Jonas Ekholst, Head  
of Design at Green Furniture Concept. 

The new Ascent Series is a modular beam seating system designed for 
large scale interiors and waiting areas. Gently curved and a triumph of 
three-dimensional design, Ascent is unique, placemaking, configurable 
and truly seamless. Architects are sure to recognize and celebrate the 
possibilities. With Ascent, the limitations of straight-backed, straight-angled 
beam seaters are no more. This new series can be configured to fit the 
structure of any building and guide people flow. Also, Ascent creates  
30-40% more space than conventional seating systems. The modular 
concept offers the possibility to reconfigure and adapt quickly when new 
demands are needed in the ever-evolving public spaces. 

“The Ascent series is an emotional, but at the same time, highly intelligent 
interpretation of a beam seater. At first, you will notice the flowing shapes 
and warm texture of the wood. Architects can use their inner child to play 
and build floor plans both two- and three dimensionally with the unique 
transition modules. Our Scandinavian design heritage is visible through a 

minimalistic and honest design, inspired by the mountains and ocean we 
have around us. Secondly, you will be happy to see that all the necessary 
requirements are there. Easy to clean, reconfigurable, stackable, hidden 
electricity, tables, armrests, chargers, easy to maintain and future proof 
with an ever-evolving series.”, as described by Jonas Ekholst. 

Since sustainability is a foremost priority, Green Furniture Concept has 
teamed up with Hydro to introduce CIRCAL. A low-carbon aluminum, 
guaranteed to contain at least 75% post-consumer recycled material.  

“Together with the use of certified wood, 100 % recycled ocean plastic, 
more than 90 % recycled post-consumer steel and a circular design of the 
product and buying model itself, this makes up for a product that is more 
sustainable than any other beam seater out there”, said Joakim Lundgren, 
Head of Sustainability at Green Furniture Concept. 

"Easy to clean, reconfigurable, 
stackable, hidden electricity, 

tables, armrests, chargers, easy 
to maintain and future proof 

with an ever-evolving series."

Jonathan Nilsson, CEO at Green Furniture Concept; “Like all our furniture, 
Ascent is space-saving, durable, easy to maintain and designed for visitor 
satisfaction. We have been thinking about how to evolve the beam seater 
areas for a long time. Ascent is the result. We have designed a toolbox for 
architects and designers to play with, and we’re so excited to see what 
they can create with this modular system that offers many possibilities” 

Green Furniture Concept makes placemaking sustainable design for 
public interior areas. Configurably winding, seamless seating and acoustic 
lighting from Green Furniture can be found at airport terminals, universities, 
schools, offices, railway terminals and healthcare receptions, all over 
the world. Places like Dublin Airport, Topanga Mall (LA), London Victoria 
Station, and Stockholm Central Station. 

Ascent shown in a 
terminal environment
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HEALTH AND SAFETY 
COUNTERS FOR AIRPORTS AND 

PASSENGER TERMINALS

Restoring passenger confidence to travel again will be an important 
task for airlines, airports, and passenger terminals to consider as the 

world looks to move out of lock-down and into a new-normal.

OPERATIONS / FACILITY MANAGEMENT

An Increase in Health and Safety Precautions 
Many involved in the travel industry are discussing policies around physical 
distancing, increased sanitation, as well as potential health screening for 
passengers. This will likely involve additional counter barriers between 
passengers and staff, adding sanitation stations, and taking people’s 
temperatures. All are seen as necessary precautions in these public spaces 
to help reduce the risk of spreading COVID-19. These steps are also a way 
to reassure passengers that travel is safe. Health and safety precautions 
may even become a new element passengers consider when deciding to 
take a trip as well as choosing a travel provider, airport, train station, etc. 

Durable and Elegant Materials 
The USM system comprises of a chrome-plated brass ball joint, chromed 
steel tubes that connect to the ball forming a table framework, and powder 
coated metal panels mounted between the tubes. These materials are 
ideal to use in public spaces because they are easy to clean and disinfect. 
USM is also a durable solution to withstand the impact of high traffic public 
spaces without sacrificing high design and aesthetics. 

Materials used on the 
USM system are easy 
to clean and disinfect

Mobile counter units 
can be used to hold 
sanitation products, 
masks and gloves
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Health and Safety Counters 
USM Airportsystems has developed several counter solutions to help 
prevent the spread of disease in airports and passenger terminals. This 
includes disinfectant dispenser kiosks, mobile counter units for conducting 
temperature checks, and glass shields that can be mounted to existing 
USM counters. The modular units can be fully customized in terms of 
size and accessories to fit the unique needs of each facility. Accessories 
and options include locking drawers, extension shelves, trays, push-cart 
handles, and decals. The intention of these solutions is to boost passenger 
confidence while helping to keep passengers and staff safe.

Custom Branding and Design 
The steel panels are available in a variety of standard colors which can be 
chosen to match existing interior design or company branding. Custom 
decals and signage can also be added to each unit. 

Adaptable 
Each kiosk or counter is retrofittable and can be adapted as the needs of 
your facility change. Custom panels can also be made to accommodate 
technology such as scanners if needed. This solution is also sustainable, 
and future proof. If the need for health precautions changes, each unit can 
be adapted for a different purpose within the terminal. 

"These steps are also a  
way to reassure passengers 
that travel is safe. Health and  

safety precautions may 
even become a new element 
passengers consider when 

deciding to take a trip"

Protective glass shields 
can be easily mounted

Accessories include 
lockable drawers

Steel panels are 
available in a variety  
of colors

Optional waste  
bin available

Add custom decals  
or signage to unit

Disinfectant  
dispenser

Extension shelf  
can hold hygenic 
accessories

USM Health and Safety Counters

Make it yours with USM
The iconic USM Haller modular furniture system allows endless customization, 
creating elegant solutions for all aviation sectors in timeless form and function.

airport.usm.com

© Andrew Latreille

http://airport.usm.com
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WASTE AND RECYCLING  
BEST PRACTICES FOR 

TRANSPORTATION TERMINALS

Public spaces such as airports and transportation terminals pose 
a unique set of challenges in regards to encouraging proper waste 

disposal. By understanding industry best practices, you can choose 
the right bins to create a more effective waste disposal program  

that works for your facility and your passengers.

OPERATIONS / FACILITY MANAGEMENT

The Litter and Recycling Bin Specialists
www.auweko.de

Super Trashbox at Terminal 25 Port Everglades © Miami In Focus

http://www.auweko.de
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Waste & Recycling 
Considerations for 
Your Facility

Temptation FFJ2  
with advertising panel

Radius Recycle Bins

1. Durability and Weather Resistance
• If selecting outdoor bins, choose a 

maintenance friendly and robust finish such 
as stainless steel.

• Outdoor waste and recycling bins should 
have hoods that shield the openings from 
snow and rain.

2. Customize Your Sorting Options
• Conduct research into what common items 

are disposed of in your facility in order to 
select bins and signage that will be used 
most effectively.

3. Aesthetic Appeal
• Cues like visual appeal, cleanliness, and attractive signage associated 

with the bin will impact a user's decision to participate or not.

4. Advertising, branding and sponsorship
• To reinforce a facilities brand image, apply decals or choose bins with 

advertising panels to display your logo and messaging.

Temptation FF3  
with hood

Skyline S-300

1 3

2 4
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Graph-x sorting station

Public Space  
Waste & Recycling 
Best Practices

1. Keep Signage Clear and Simple
• Surveys show the public spends less than  

five seconds examining a waste container.
• Therefore, keep messaging concise.  

Pair graphics with text. 

2. Select Convenient and Visible Locations
• Place bins in areas with high traffic flow or 

activities that generate the most waste such 
as concessions areas, entrances, and exits.

3. Twin the Bin
• Place waste containers and recycling bins  

side by side.
• In outdoor spaces, place ashtrays beside 

waste containers so smokers have a place to 
dispose of additional garbage such as coffee 
cups.

4. Add PPE Disposal Bins to Public Facilities
• PPE bins encourage the public to properly 

dispose of their personal protective 
equipment.

• Add in areas such as exits and parking 
garages.

RUX III

Manage 
PPE Waste 
with Dedicated 
Disposal Bins

Increase passenger confidence with dedicated  
PPE bins that encourage proper disposal of 
gloves and masks. The light blue color creates a 
distinction among other waste bins and standard 
decals offer clear PPE disposal messaging.

Discover more at 
arconas.com/product/ppe-disposal-bin/

1

2

http://arconas.com/product/ppe-disposal-bin/
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG NEW ORLEANS 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

This new world-class airport terminal was recently opened to the public, capturing 
the sights, sounds, and tastes of New Orleans while providing a number of 
enhancements for a quicker, safer, and more enjoyable airport experience.

Arconas supplied comfortable Bernù Aero seating in brown upholstery with 
brushed aluminum finishes throughout the terminal. inPower Flex power 
modules were also installed between seats to give passengers access to 
AC and USB charging options. The comfortable and modern Bernù Aero 
series includes accessible seats with arms removed on ends, embroidered 
accessibility logos, and drink holder arms throughout. 

The airport also installed inPower Bar charging stations with stools so that 
travelers can easily sit and work at a convenient table surface. The legs of 
each inPower Bar have built-in inPower flex modules to keep everyone 
powered-up. The table top also has six seamlessly integrated wireless 
charging spots. This technology allows users to conveniently and safely 
charge their compatible phones without the use of cables. 

Bernù Aero seating in 
brown upholstery with 
inPower Flex charging 
modules

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

Bernù Aero accessible 
seating with arms 

removed at the ends

Seating and Power

© LEO A DALEY | Creative Sources Photography / Rion Rizzo
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ABOUT ARCONAS

Arconas is the leading designer and manufacturer  
of furniture for airports and transportation terminals.  

We are dedicated to enhancing the passenger experience  
from arrival to departure with a suite of quality seating,  

power, waste, recycling, and counter solutions.

WHO WE ARE

Industry Experts
Our team intimately understands the increasing 
complexities and competitiveness of the airport 
and transportation industries. We work with 
you to choose the right mix of furniture that will 
increase customer satisfaction and improve 
business performance. Our dedicated team  
works closely with facility planning, marketing, 
and operations personnel, as well as architects 
and designers to enhance the passenger 
experience for every type of traveler. 

Project Management
Arconas offers experienced project 
management, professional installation services, 
comprehensive warranties, on-time delivery, and 
customized maintenance programs. We stock 
replacement parts for life and provide prompt 
follow up and customer service.

Design and Planning
We work individually with each client to meet 
their unique objectives and requirements such 
as increasing accessibility or encouraging 
retail and food court sales. Our assortment of 
furniture options enables us to help with multiple 
areas within your airport, including hold rooms, 
outdoors, security, lounge, family, and VIP areas.

Visit Us
Arconas actively participates in transportation 
industry conferences and exhibitions around 
the world every year. Major shows include 
Passenger Terminal Expo, ACI, AAAE. inter 
airport, and Seatrade.

Our Partners
Arconas works with premium brands to deliver 
the best products to our clients. In addition 
to our own suite of products, we are the 
exclusive distributor of top European furniture 
manufacturers AUWEKO, Green Furniture 
Concept, and USM Airportsystems to airports 
throughout the Americas. We partnered with 
Amulet Ballistic Barriers to offer bullet resistant 
furniture to our airport clients. We also have a 
distribution partnership with North American 
manufacturer Studio TK to transportation  
hubs globally.

Industry Associations
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Our versatile collection of modular tandem seating can be customized in a way that suits your space 
best, offering the perfect blend of comfort, flexibility, and durability, without compromising on design.

AEREA™ BERNÙ® AERO

SETZ™

BERNÙ® LUXE WITH CHAISE

BERNÙ® AERO POLYBERNÙ® AERO PERFORATED BERNÙ® AERO WOOD

FLYAWAY PLACE®

Tandem Seating

ARCONAS PORTFOLIO
We design our products with purpose to ensure each  
piece follows the highest standards of design, allowing  
them to be beautiful, functional, and durable. 
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BESO ASCENT DOUBLE BACKCONNEX CURVED ASCENT DOUBLE BENCHCONNEX LINEAR ASCENT DOUBLE RISE

DATUM NOVA C BACKFRACTALS NOVA C BENCH

METROPOLITAN NOVA C PERCH

KALM NOVA C DOUBLE

SPECTRUM RADIUS PLANTERSQUI OTTOMAN NOVA C RECLINER

Our innovative lounge seating offers a feast for the eye and maximum comfort for the body.  
We offer a diverse range of products with enough variety to satisfy and embrace all visitors.

Sustainable wood seating that gives flexibility and freedom of design through modularity.

Lounge and Casual Furniture Sculptural Seating and Accessories

TWENTY TWENTY SEAMLESS TABLE
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FIOREBOULOUM MOLECULE

COMPASS™

SURGE POWER STATION

INPOWER™ BARBEACON LIGHT STATION

WIRELESS CHARGING

INPOWER™ FLEX INPOWER™ FLEX 3

Give people the convenience of power through our plug and play counter systems, wireless 
charging,and under-seat modules with AC receptacles, as well as USB and USB-C ports.

Power and Lighting

LEAF LAMP METAL TREE

AEREA™ BENCH

FLYAWAY BENCH HOP BENCH

MORELLI METAL BENCH

BERNÙ® BENCH BERNÙ® WOOD BENCH

CONNEX BENCH

MORELLI WOOD BENCH SETZ™ BENCH

Accessorize your public space with simple, stylish benches or youthful designs and  
shapes fit for spaces where people come together.

Benches, Children, and Family
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GRAPH X

SKYLINE SMOKE STAX

KENDO LIQUID DISPOSAL BIN

SUPER TRASHBOX

ORIGINAL

TEMPTATION

RADIUS

RUX

PPE DISPOSAL BIN

BOARDING PASS CONTROL COUNTER CHECK-IN COUNTER GATE COUNTER

HEALTH-CHECK COUNTER REVEST TABLE

Our maintenance-friendly bins are made from a choice of stainless steel or zinc-plated,  
powder-coated, cold-rolled steel, allowing them to be both functional and elegant.

Flexible and cost-effective furnishings for all passenger processes based on a simple tube  
and panel solution.

Waste and Recycling Modular Counters
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Our products pass the requirements of the American National 
Standards Institute/Business and Institutional Furniture 
Manufacturer’s Association (ANSI/BIFMA). Products that 
meet ANSI/BIFMA standards have undergone extensive 
performance testing. Arconas seating also passes the most 
rigid fire standards in North America (CAL 117 and CAL 133, 
where necessary) and in Europe (British Standard-5852).

Arconas delivers the world’s most environmentally friendly 
airport seating. Our foam is CFC free and all of our seating 
passes ANSI/BIFMA’s stringent emissions standards, 
contributing to better indoor air quality. All of our foam and 
metal components are also recyclable. Our seating systems 
can also help airports achieve commercial interiors LEED 
credits.

REDUCED MOBILITY SEATING 

*European standard only

ACCESSIBILITY LOGOS END-MOUNT POWER

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE INPOWER™ BAR

High Safety Standards The Environment

Arconas has the seating, counter, and power solutions to help each facility become barrier free.

Universal Design / Accessibility

Raising the
the Value of 
Outdoor Spaces

Morelli Bench
The Morelli Bench’s natural elegance and timeless design 
visually enhances high-traffi c waiting areas both indoors and 
outdoors. Arconas creates positive experiences for people with 
comfortable, high-performance furniture designed to raise the 
value of your public spaces.  

arconas.com

http://arconas.com


Bernù Aero at Springfield Union Station, MA, USA



Telephone
Toll Free

info@arconas.com

/arconas
@arconas
@arconascorp
/arconas

5700 Keaton Crescent
Mississauga, Ontario
L5R 3H5 Canada

ISO 9001:2015 &  
ISO 14001:2015 Certified

+1 905 272 0727
+1 800 387 9496

arconas.com


